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1.  ABSTRACT 

 

(DE)light is a project that aims to bring enchantment to the relationship user-object by 

reinterpreting the concept of light just the way we know it. Expressed in the title, this project is 

about implementing delight to design by deconstructing light. 

Through a series of objects, light is presented to the user in an innovative manner – as a 

liquid -, challenging the perception and expectations of this element. The light is placed in a non-

familiar context, therefore heightening the user’s perception and achieving a more impacting 

experience. 

In (DE)light, the user is confronted with a series of objects that represent the traditional 

lamp typology at the first sight but become surprising when interacting with them. The contrast 

between the perception of what is seen – a traditional lamp whose operation appears predictable 

– and what is experienced – light as a tangible element that can be touched and felt – reinforces 

the enchantment of the interaction. Light is not just a functional commodity but also a delightful 

experience. 

By freeing it from its physical container – the bulb –, light returns to its primary 

significance, that of an element which appears magical, intangible and liberated. Liquid light 

enriches the experience of light, allowing the user to enjoy it directly. This project broadens the 

user conception of light and gives him the possibility of imaging new lighting scenarios. It is not 

anymore about designing lamps – it is about designing light.  
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2. CONTEXT 

 

You see things; and you say: Why? But I dream things that never were; and I say: Why 

not? 

This beautiful quote from George Bernard Shaw represents perfectly my initial drive for 

starting that project. What I really wanted to explore with it - not only to get my master but also 

to define for myself the direction of my design manifesto for my future projects - was how to 

design experiences that transcend the pure functional meaning of the object. Explore imagination 

and dream has been always my interest when designing. Create objects that delight, my passion. 

In this sense, what that project means is my attempt to rationalize these ideas into a 

method of design. This project analyses delight from the design point of view and shows 

conclusive results that will help me to implement rationally these subjective ideas in the design 

process. The output – the lamps designed – are physical manifestations of these results. 

But why do we need delight in design? As exposed firstly in my MA dissertation1, I have 

always had a feeling that the emotional is being forgotten when it comes to commodities. In a 

society2 in which all functional needs have already been covered and many similar products are 

available, objects that create an emotional bond with the user are required. By designing for 

delight, the object gains significance and poetry. 

In delightful objects, something else happens: a form of challenge, seduction, or play 

which brings more intense things into being. Enhanced with delight, this form of interacting with 

objects will be personal and cultural-empowering, and the only feasible way of fulfilling the needs 

of the nowadays society that has already exceeded the functional.  In a world filled with objective 

experiences, it is refreshing to see objects that deliver subjective experiences and bring something 

more into our existence. 

How to design for delight is what I am exploring, in order to create objects that can, apart 

for being used, be felt.  

                                                            
1 “Intelligent materials for warmer products: a study on how smart materials can lead us to a cultural rather 
than functional development”, MA Royal College of Art Dissertation by Cristina Ferraz Rigo, London, 2007. 
2  Please note that when saying society, I am always referring to western European culture, since this has 
always been the framework in which I have developed my concepts and ideas. 
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3. BRIEF 

 

As said in the previous section, my research question explored the possibility of 

implementing subjective experiences in objects through the introduction of delight in the 

interaction with those and, if so, how. That led me to my initial brief: 

 

To design an object that creates a subjective experience by means of delight. 

 

This brief was perfected when getting deeper in the research process and experiments, 

and evolved to the final one. The series of lamps that I have created respond to that brief: 

 

To design a lamp or a series of lamps that illustrates the potential and poetical side of 

liquid light in order to create a delightful experience. 

 

The brief shows many factors concluded from my research. Including unexpected 

experiences, redefinition of the object meaning, light and physical interaction in the design is the 

strongest way to communicate delight in design. Those conclusions and how I arrived to them will 

be explained deeper in the next sections of this report. 
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4. INITIAL RESEARCH 

 

Development of neural networks 

The initial research was focused in finding the core of the project and defining the real 

objective of it. Through reading, theoretical research and early experiments this “core idea” was 

refined and shaped until arriving to the research question mentioned in the previous section. In 

this chapter, I will explain how did I arrive to it and the theoretical research carried out in order to 

conclude “design for delight” as my main research question. 

My initial aim was to create a range of products designed to develop more neural 

connections in the user therefore augmenting their ability of becoming more intelligent. What are 

the roles that daily products have in our psychological perception and processing of the 

information? How important is the information generated by the product in our process of 

thinking? Can the effects caused by a product transcend the primary cognitive dimension of the 

mind and influence our total intelligence? 

I contacted relevant people and researched to study in depth how this goal – change 

neural networks in the user through the use of objects – could be achieved. This research was 

extensive and multidisciplinary, in order to achieve a general overview of the process of object 

cognition.  

In the field of philosophy, I took as a starting point the ideas that Plato expressed in The 

Republic, especially the allegory of the cave, and tried to make an analogy between his idea of the 

primitive shapes or moulds that created the shadows that real objects create3. That is to say, what 

are the basic features that make us understand that a horse is a horse despite it has only three 

limbs or a chair is a chair despite being almost amorphous.  

I was inspired by the idea of objects having an immutable essence, an archetype, through 

what they can be recognized.  I was keen on finding that essence and playing around with it in 

order to create new archetypes of objects that could expand our knowledge of the world of 

objects and therefore, make us more creative. 

                                                            
3 See a relevant fragment of the original text in the appendices. 
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This led me to the idea of the computational theory of the mind. In philosophy, the 

computational theory of mind is the view that the human mind is best conceived as an 

information processing system very similar to or identical with a digital computer. In other words, 

thought is a kind of computation performed by a self-reconfigurable hardware - the brain. This 

theory include different aspects on how the brain works; however, I just picked the idea of the 

brain system of recognition of objects used in programming artificial intelligence, as the only idea 

relevant to the project. The knowledge on how to make a machine recognizing something will 

help me to define what this recognition patterns are. 

Therefore I researched into how the brain recognizes objects. This has been widely 

explored by Steven Pinker, a psychiatrist who tried to explain the cognition of objects and 

surrounding environments from an evolutionary point of view, and had a big work of research 

focused on these “units4” of recognition. The brain, as a 

computer, recognizes objects through units. These units 

represent an object and the different features that we need to 

recognize in them in order to perceive the object as it is.  They 

work, in theory, from certain features that create the “essence” 

of the object – as in the allegory of the cave. However, it is not 

that important to understand which these features are but to 

understand how they are related. These features have a certain hierarchy and relevance in the 

understanding of the object – that is to say, some are more crucial and some are less. For 

instance, we can understand a chair is a chair because we find a seat – feature that is thought to 

be one of the more important – but maybe also because it has a backrest – less important. It is all 

about how these features are related. The diagram created by these features look like the picture 

above. 

 However, this stopped when I discovered that the algorithms used for creating the 

artificial object recognition in machines are not sufficiently developed yet around the idea of the 

object. That is to say, that they are often based in parameters such as colours and relationship 

with the background – when an object is photographed – more than in its inherent traits. 

Specifically, the biggest problem in setting up units such as the above mentioned is that those 

features and its relationships have not been defined yet; and that the synergy created between 

the inherent features of the object and its context is never continuous. That is to say, maybe we 

can design a chair in which few of those “essential” features are present, but the fact that the 

                                                            
4 See “How the mind Works” in bibliography for further references.  
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chair is placed in front of a table makes us understand it as an object. In this case, the context 

appears as one of these “essential” features, but one that cannot be defined scientifically, 

because it always changes.   

In my endeavour to understand the way that the perception of objects can affect the 

construction of the brain, I also studied the meaning of intelligence and intellect, and its different 

classifications or typologies. That is to say, kinds of intelligence such as emotional intelligence, 

social, body intelligence... There are eight main types described, and I tried to investigate whether 

there are different objects that would match, because of their inherent properties, these different 

types of intelligence. My curiosity was to explore whether I can design, instead of one object to 

develop your neural networks, a series of them that develop different branches of intelligence 

and areas of the brain.  

In addition to this, I analysed other already existent typologies of objects that produce in 

the user the effect of “mind lateralising” explained before in an attempt of identifying inherent 

properties in these that could eventually lead to this lateralisation and, therefore, to the 

development of greater neural networks. I studied surrealistic objects deeper, as I had already 

analysed them before in my dissertation. I looked analogies likely to be extrapolated, specifically 

semiotics and epistemology. Visual tricks became an interesting field since they form some kind of 

spatial lateralisation and visual model challenge. 

In parallel to that, I contacted certain individuals that could be helpful and leading in my 

search. For instance, the Spanish neuroscientist Antonio Damasio, known for his revolutionary 

theories that link emotion with reasoning, or Álvaro Pascual-Leone, neurology professor at 

Harvard and director of a brain stimulator centre that is pioneer in achieving brain development 

with electromagnetic techniques. Or Dr. Alan Outten, involved in the Design interaction 

department at RCA and has got a PhD in biomedical and neural systems engineering.  

However, brief conversations with them and poor research conclusions in the fields above 

mentioned showed that my initial drive – trying to change user’s neural networks through objects 

– was a goal impossible to test and, more important, demonstrate in the time I had for developing 

the project, since changes in neural networks take at least two years to spot and, even that time is 

given, are difficult to prove. It would make no sense to create an object so user-driven in a short-

paced context in which the user wouldn’t be able to experience the effects of it.   
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Nevertheless, there were concepts emerging from this research that were strong enough 

and conclusive to remain as constants in the consecutive work. The notion of the archetype of the 

object sets up a reference of cognition. A broaden cognition of the world is required when trying 

to improve creativity. We understand the world by comparing its perceived elements to our prior 

knowledge of them built up in our minds from experience. Understanding objects happens when 

we compare the object perceived with the idea of the object we have in the mind – and this idea 

is called archetype. Therefore, the more archetypes we are able to understand, the more ability of 

cognition we will have. From then on, my research would revolve around the challenging of this 

archetype as a way of heightening cognition.  

 

Challenging perception of objects 

Due to that, I had to re-evaluate the goal of the project in order to find a more general 

framework than this one in order to move forward. Consequently, I became interested in the 

process of creativity, which is the ultimate consequence of the development of more neural 

networks.  

My prior research had demonstrated that creativity comes when the user perception of 

objects is challenged – an idea that was extracted mainly from the reading of the work of Edward 

De Bono5, and also distilled from the notion of archetype explained in the prior chapter. Basically, 

in the lateral thinking that stimulates creativity a different organization of the information known 

beforehand about the object is required. This information comes from the prior perception that 

the user had experienced related to the object. Therefore I started to look into the perception of 

objects and how can this be modified through the process of design. 

I did two initial experiments that tried to explore whether that could be achieved by 

intervening in the perception of shape and use of the objects. In these experiments, I recorded 

several daily objects when falling from different angles and when in use. The objects chosen were 

tools easily found in our daily life – bottles, cutlery and mugs – painted white to facilitate the 

identification of the shapes revealed when observing the video stills. My hypothesis for this 

experiment was to check whether the change in the shape of an object would be sufficient to 

challenge its perception – whether the change of shape would lead to other level of 

understanding of the object, related to its dynamic (use) rather than its static properties (shape).

                                                            
5 See bibliography for details. 
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EXPERIMENT 1: PERCEPTION THROUGH SHAPE 

 

Sample of the stills extracted from the experiment. In this one, a bottle is being pushed in order to 

understand its shape when falling and differentiate it from its static condition. The images have 

been altered and contrasted in order to better spot the outlines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Still of a bottle when used. No synergic features appear when observing this shape than cannot be 

observed in the static object.  

However, once the images were processed, nothing peculiar could be observed. There 

was no significant relationship between the shape created and the context. Furthermore, the lack 

of user’s interactivity in the process was detected as one of the main obstacles to create a new 

perception, since user’s attention is crucial for perception. 
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The fact that this experiment failed led me to the idea that challenge of perception could 

be achieved, instead by modifying the visual properties of it, through the expectation of it 

detected by the user. That is to say, what were the possibilities of the object and the relationship 

between what is seen in the object and what the object does when interacting physically with it.  

Since the shape of the object remains static – unless the object itself is self-changeable – 

the perception is modified only in relationship with the first moment the user gets in touch with 

the object. The modified perception does not transcend time, and the user rapidly gets used to it. 

In this initial perception, the object is compared with the archetype, but once the new archetype 

has been recognised, the perception process stops. In order to achieve an alteration in perception 

which continues when user is interacting with the object, changes that transcend the visual and 

static qualities of the object are needed; for instance, the expectations of the object – what are 

the possibilities of the object when interacting with it, how it is going to behave, how its 

functionality will be shown. 

Challenging expectations of the object mean to change around the way the object delivers 

its functionality, or its functionality itself. The relationship between what we expect from the 

perceived and what we really discover when approaching and interacting with the object. This is 

what I called “decontextualization”; the fact of breaking up the preconceived ideas about this 

relationship. This concept would remain as a constant in my subsequent research and would play 

an important role in the project, as it will be explained in the next section, focused in the main 

research block. 

 

Design for delight 

Taking up this notion of decontextualization, as a way of challenging perceptions, I started 

to explore how this could be achieved. The object’s possibilities that remain unexpected when 

first approaching the objects can be framed in two categories: that which is unexpected because 

it is improbable, and that which is unexpected because it is impossible. The former means all 

those features which an object can be imagined having, but are not possible since we are 

unaware of their technical feasibility; the latter, features that exceed the limits of physics, such as 

magic and illusions. 
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Though I did research into the latter, they were rapidly discarded, since I wanted to frame 

my work into a real scenario applicable in reality. Magic and illusions relate to their very specific 

context in which they are found. I wanted to create a method that could be valid in whichever 

scenario, without prior preparation or knowledge, infinitely replicable – and magical tricks and 

illusions cannot be done in a scenario which has not been prepared. 

 However, features unexpected because their improbability remain in the field of what is 

dreamed. Dreamed interactions are often poetical and relate to metaphors that are cross-field: 

painting with light, sleeping in clouds... all of them magical scenarios that join different activities 

and objects that haven’t got apparent relationship at first sight. Since these activities appear in 

the knowledge we have got from the world, they are not impossible, just unlikely. Subsequently I 

became interested in what objects interactions are improbable but dreamed because they are still 

real. They represented perfectly the mood of the quote that headed this research. 

The end of this prior research marked an inflexion point in my project. I found myself 

exploring concepts that I believed to be intuitively related together, and the challenge was to find 

this concept all these ideas were rotating around. After a deep thought on all the results, I 

discovered that what I was really pursuing was to create products able to generate different 

readings and understandings – reactions and feelings. What I wanted is create subjective 

experiences on the user through products, and explore how. 

Challenge of perception, creativity and change of the neural networks are all ways of 

achieving these subjective experiences. My goal now was to study how I would be able to 

generate these experiences – beyond the objective, beyond the functional. Once again, the 

research done for my dissertation proved than enchantment could be the answer for that. And by 

enchantment I meant the achievement of enchanting experiences – delight. 

That brought me finally to my final research question and focused the later research on 

how to achieve delight and what are its quantitative qualities, in order to implement them in the 

design process effectively and proof the validity of my theory. 6 

  

                                                            
6 The development of the ideas in this first block of research can be found as a diagram in the “Appendices” 
section. However, I would like to remark that I have shortened the explanation of the initial research in 
order to focus more in the final thesis. 
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5. FURTHER RESEARCH: RATIONALE AND EXPERIMENTATION 

 

Can I implement delightful experiences in design to achieve a more meaningful interaction? If so, 

how? 

From the point this research question was done, I focused in delight in design as my main 

investigation. In order to generate an appropriate method and valid statements that would lead 

to the real introduction of delight in the design of objects and the experiences delivered to the 

user, I needed to find a rationale which was clear enough to validate my thesis. 

I focused on two main bodies of research: analysing the meaning of enchantment in its 

“delight” meaning and find values to measure it. The former would bring the qualitative features 

that should be applied to design in order to create delightful experiences; the latter, the 

quantitative values to measure it. 

With regard to the qualitative of enchantment, I researched the definition of it as a first 

step. The definition given by the Merrian-Webster dictionary - to attract and move deeply – was 

according with the main goal of achieving subjective experiences. However, the definition of 

McCarthy7 gave me a firmer starting point. Enchantment in experiences – understood as delight – 

is based in two main factors in relationship with the user: the sense of heightened perception, on 

one hand, and the sense of disorientation, in the other. Understanding of enchantment means 

understanding of the meaning and implications of this two ideas, perception and disorientation.  

 

Decontextualization 

 Disorientation means not to know where you are, what you are confronted with – a first 

step before the ascertainment of your real situation. When relating to objects, this could be 

translated as the feeling of uncertainty you have the first time you are confronted with the object, 

not only visually, also in terms of interaction. 

                                                            
7 Extracted from his essay “The experience of enchantment in human-computer interaction”. See 
bibliography for details. 
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Objects feel uncertain at a first sight 

when its visual qualities are not familiar – 

shape, presence of functional attributes that are 

not usually found there, or material. The 

understanding of the object and its expectations 

is hence defined from these first visual traits 

perceived. For instance, in the cup of tea that 

Meret Oppenheimer created – pictured on the right8 - , it is immediately understood that this is 

not usable from the fact we perceive it is covered in fur – the user feels this sense of 

disorientation because the object, in which its qualities have been altered, it is not anymore in the 

context we imagined it to be. The object has been decontextualized. This decontextualization is 

reinforced when we interact with the object per se – if we would like to sip some tea from the 

mentioned cup, the feeling of the fur on our lips would disorientate us more because it is 

unexpected, different from the soft, glazed touch of a standard cup. 

Therefore, I started experimenting with this notion of decontextualization. Changing 

shape of the object depending on its use was already explored with the first experiment, and 

since it did not give any significance to it, discarded - as explained in the experiment sheet. 

Consequently, I started to explore from other perspectives this decontextualization. 

The first idea I had was exploring the revealing of objects through time. With this in mind, 

I set up an experiment that tried to explore how a message was perceived as it was revealed. I 

took a project done by Oscar Díez, a bleeding plant pot, and  modified it so the message was 

revealed by the absorption of a phosphorescent paint on a piece of cloth, with the absorbing pad 

disposed in the shape of the letters of the message 

                                                            
8 Object (Le Dejeuner en fourrure) Méret Oppenheim, 1936. Teacup, saucer and spoon covered with fur. The 
work takes advantage of differences in the varieties of sensual pleasure: fur may delight the touch but it 
repels the tongue. And a cup and spoon, of course, are made to be put in the mouth.  
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EXPERIMENT 2: ABSORPTION 

 

Sample of the stills extracted from the experiment.  

 

The experiment showed that the perception of the message was not altered and it did not 

create any sense of disorientation. This was because the message had, independently of the way 

it was delivered, the same format as the idea of a message we had beforehand. That is to say, its 

function has not been altered – it is still a message. However, the experiment showed that the 

process of revealing the light through time was highly disorientating. When showed to other 

people, instead of being surprised by the message, they were surprised by the fact that light could 

behave as it was when absorbed – growing, moving and taking different shapes – without the aid 

of any electronic media such as projections or screens. I took this as an inspiration for my next 

experiments, as it will be shown in the next pages. 
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My next thread of research involved magic and illusions, since I thought that would be the 

kind of experiences that could provoke a high sense of disorientation. I researched into magicians 

tricks related to objects, such as those from David Copperfield. I also researched into industrial 

design projects that related to magic – for instance, Xavier Lust’s Net floating bed or a project by 

Front, shown in a recent lecture they gave at RCA and involved lamps whose lampshades were 

apparently floating above their bases using magician tricks.9 Illusions were also researched, since 

they can provide a wonderful window into how the brain works by revealing hidden underlying 

mechanisms in a way that normal perception fails to do. However, I would not detail here the 

research, given the fact that this thread showed to be unfruitful. Illusion and magic relate to the 

impossible, and they are not capable of giving a sense of disorientation since the existence of a 

trick is perceived.  As I said in the previous chapter, the unlikely is always more challenging than 

the impossible. If we assume that something has been done using tricks, we immediately lose 

attention and perceive it as unreal. However, if we assume it is unexpected, but likely, the feeling 

of disorientation, and delight, remains. 

Following this idea of working with the unlikely instead of the impossible, I started 

experimenting about challenging the expectations of the object.  I looked into archetypes of 

objects and tried to challenge the perception of them through the possibilities. I did two 

experiments that framed this into two different media: light and electricity. I took the form in 

which they are normally delivered and changed it completely, by using other objects archetypes. 

In this case, I painted the wires to conduct the electricity and painted with light. 

  

                                                            
9 Pictures of these projects couldn’t be inserted since they were only shown in lectures and not uploaded in 
the designers’ websites. 
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EXPERIMENT 3: WIRE PAINTING 

 

 

Stills of the experiment in which it can be appreciated the process of painting the wires 

and the LED working at the end. 

 

In this experiment I used conductive silver paint in order to paint the wires that 

connected a battery to a standard LED. Ideally, the scenario would be composed of 

several electric objects already existent – TV’s, laptops, mobile phones, lamps..., being the 

user able to paint the wires, creating whichever pattern imagined, to connect them to the 

main power supply. The experiment succeeded since the expectations of the object were 

challenged – a wire is not supposed to be painted, but to be a static object – and the 

delight of the action enhanced by the fact the user could get involved in the object 

interaction and re-invent the object in accordance with his/her desires. 

Nevertheless, when the next experiment was carried out -its counterpart with 

light -, both were contrasted and new conclusions emerged that discarded the use of 

electricity, though validating the metaphor of painting an unexpected object as a 

delightful experience. 
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EXPERIMENT 4: LIGHT PAINTING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stills of the experiment. By using video editing techniques, a new scenario was created, in which 

the user would be able to draw a line of a specific material, from an electric power source (mains), 

to create whichever lighting object they want – a lamp. 

When showed to other people, light painting resulted more delightful than wire painting. 

Since in both experiments the process is the same – delivering an object outside of its static 

archetype, in a playful and interactive way that was not expected for them – I assumed the 

difference was in the delivered object itself. That is to say, it is more delightful to paint with light 

than to paint with electricity. 
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From this I extracted an important conclusion that would lead the rest of my work. 

Anything related to light is more likely to lead to delightful experiences than other elements. And 

this is because light is a poetic medium that has been always related to mankind and brings back 

memoirs of life. Light is dramatic, means contrast – light and shadow, life and death, active and 

passive – and has a myriad of lyrical associations. Light is able to transform any place or situation 

when switched on, and its use is meaningful. From this point on, I decided to work with light in 

order to understand delight and how it can be implemented in design interactions. This 

conclusion was also extracted by Overbeeke et.al in their essay “A designerly critique on 

enchantment”10: they focused on light after a series of experiments because “light is an expressive 

medium”. 

 

Heightened perception 

Since perception is a phenomenon relying purely in the experience, heightened 

perception should mean as well heightened, or augmented, experience. Therefore, one key factor 

when it comes to implement designs that lead to higher perception levels would be the ability to 

deliver an experience that has been enhanced in comparison to what the user expects. That is to 

say, to design an object whose user experience is augmented and distinguished from the one 

delivered for its counterpart object. Then, which are the factors that deliver an augmented 

experience? 

Light had been already demonstrated as a key element on augmented experiences. 

Therefore, I started experimenting with some of the manifestations of light: projection. I 

experimented with projection as a way of creating new perceptional elements of the project. My 

first experiment consisted in the observation of the work of Anthony McCall11, and particularly, 

his “Solid light” work series. These works are simple projections that strikingly emphasise the 

sculptural qualities of a beam of light. In darkened, haze-filled rooms, the projections create an 

illusion of three-dimensional shapes, ellipses, waves and flat planes that gradually expand, 

contract or sweep through space.  

  

                                                            
10 See bibliography for details. Also a further study on this essay is explained later. 
11 Anthony McCall is a British-born American Avant-Garde artist, specializing in cinema/projected film. 
Through his involvement in expanding the notion of cinema, which enabled a more complex experience of 
projection, McCall has become a hero to a younger generation of artists working with film and installation. 
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EXPERIMENT 5: CREATION OF 3D SHAPES THROUGH PROJECTION 

 

Stills of the experiment. Here the creation of different 2d shapes was achieved through the 

addition of opaque filters to a circular light spot. Their shapes could be seen projected in the light 

beam created by the spot. 

 

Stills of the experiment. A video of the “Solid light” series by Anthony McCall was modified digitally 

to emphasize the 3d shape creation process. 

 

I took some videos displaying these light beam sculptures and modify them digitally to see 

whether the perception of these three-dimensional shapes changed. However, the experiment 

showed that 3d shapes could be only achieved in an “extruded version”: that is to say, a 2d shape 

drawn on the filter whose outline was projected using the direction of the light beam.  As I 

wanted to create fully generated 3d shapes – a light sphere, for instance – I experimented with 

crossing of several beams of light. My curiosity was to know whether the zone created by the 

crossing of several beams would create a three dimensional shape. However, nothing was 

achieved; instead of shapes, the crossing of light beams created amorphous and almost 

unrecognizable “blobs”, and controlling these effects to generate and effective 3d shaped turned 

out to be impossible. 
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In order to move forward, I started to look at one of the factors that could lead to an 

augmented experience:  the notion of synergy. Related to projection, that means the appearance 

of features that are present neither in the projection nor in the surface projected onto, but are 

when the actual projection is done. 

With regard to that, I planned two experiments that expressed the aim of getting 

unexpected features from the combination of two media.  I used projection in different ways: 

projecting through a series of patterned glass pieces, projecting video onto a person and 

projecting still images onto people and onto the same pictures. In all of them, I aimed to find new 

features that could be perceived only when the projection was running. All of them are detailed in 

the next pages. 
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EXPERIMENT 6: PROJECTION THROUGH PATTERNS. 

 

 

Pictures of the experiment. On top: details showing the different glass pieces patterned. Each glass 

had a different pattern from the other, in order to recognise the position of the glass and its 

distance to the light source in the final projection. In the middle: details of the projection. In the 

right picture the shadow effect can be appreciated. The further the patter was from the light 

source, the blurrier and weaker the shadow projected. The final pattern hence was composed of 

several shapes that were giving a sense of depth to the whole picture. On the bottom: effects 

created when a moving video of sparkling waters was projected through the glass pieces. The 

sparkling effect on the video was augmented when the light was diffused differently through the 

edges of the glass pieces. 
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EXPERIMENT 7: VIDEO PROJECTION 

 

Stills from the experiment. A beating heart was projected onto the chest of a person to give the 

impression of reality, of a sudden transparency of the skin – a real animation. 

 

Although this experiment brought some really nice concepts, there was nothing that could 

be applied to my research, since it was not relating to objects in any way. However, I did think 

about the possibility of projecting several object features in the object – for instance, a lamp 

whose bulb was projected on the lampshade, a chandelier projected onto a wall. I became 

interested in the disappearance of the object itself and the creation of it through the element 

delivered – that is to say, what if we had a lamp whose object shape or archetype was given 

through the light, instead of any physical shape supporting it? This elimination of the object was 

something that interested me as the light would be then the main protagonist, shaping through 

its intangible nature the object. Light in the form of lamp – the light creates the object, the object 

delivers the light. 

However, when I showed these experiments to several people, I noticed that the delight 

feeling was not as strong as on previous experiments such as the light painting one. I concluded 

that this was due to the lack of user interaction. In this notion of the object as an intangible 

perception of its functionality, the user was placed as a mere witness, but the delight stopped 

because there was no feedback that he or he could perceive and the experience was hence static. 

As mentioned before, a sense of possibility of interaction and transformational experience is 

required when designing for delightful experiences. Therefore I moved forward to more engaging 

experiments.   
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EXPERIMENT 8: IMAGE PROJECTION 

 

 

Pictures from the experiment. Above left: an image is projected onto a crumpled paper to achieve 

a sense of three-dimensionality. Above right. The image is projected onto the same image. In this 

case, what is reinforced is the reality of the picture, because the details of it have been emphasized 

due to the redundant projection. Middle: images are projected onto a black background and 

people. Since the people wear some pieces of clothing the same colour as the background, it looks 

like the person is invisible in the parts they are covered in black. On the bottom: the images 

projected give a sense of expansion or contraction to the element which the image is projected 

onto. 
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The previous experiments showed interesting details and some parts which could be 

considered to cause delightful interactions, but none of them were conclusive due its vagueness. 

Consequently, I researched into the qualitative features of delight in design in order to find the 

inherent traits that an object should have to deliver this delightful experience. This would help me 

also to order the different ideas I had already extracted along the research and distil them into a 

project idea. 

 

Qualitative traits of delight 

 The qualitative traits of delight, or most concretely, enchantment, in the interaction user-

object have been studied by authors such as John McCarthy, Overbeeke and others12.  I compared 

this traits with the results obtained in my experiments and redefined them.  

In their view, the depth of an interactive product or system is central to a lasting 

experience of enchantment. The four traits, as they described, are: 

1. The sense of sensuousness 

2. A sense of being in play – playfulness 

3. Paradox, openness, and ambiguity 

4. The transformational character of the experience 

 The sense of sensuousness refers to the physical, and can be understood as the presence 

of sensorial stimulation and physical engagement. This physical engagement, however, does not 

mean necessarily a full interactive experience. It is more related to the sensorial qualities of the 

object and, particularly, the sensuous physical metaphors expressed on it. That is to say, the 

object can be sensuous if it as a liquid element on it, even the user does not interact directly, or is 

not supposed to, with it; and this is because we perceive liquids or anything with their consistency 

as sensuous. The objective is to achieve a non detached passive experience. 

 This was proven as right in my experiments that dealt with physicality. For instance, the 

painting experiments showed that the strong physical gesture required in order to create the 

object was a key element in the achievement of enchantment. The involvement of the user in the 

interaction and the sensuous element of the light – covering, liquid as paint – were declared to be 

the most captivating qualities of the experiment. On the other hand, experiments in which the 

                                                            
12 See bibliography for references 
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physical element was not present at all, such as plain projections, were found to be the less 

enchanting ones. 

 This can be related with the sense of playfulness above mentioned. Playfulness, in this 

context, is understood as an interaction that brings back memoirs of simple actions we all reckon. 

The more simply the interaction is, the more playful it becomes. Dipping, painting, drawing, 

squeezing, embracing, opening a tap… all simple actions that relate to quotidian human actions 

and behaviours. However, I think that this is not that 

important as other traits, apart from the simplicity 

meaning already explained. That is to say, a truly 

playful experience that requires a heavy interaction 

from the user can result too childish and boring, 

exactly for the big amount of attention it requires, 

and the delightful experience fades too quickly. 

Integrating the playfulness element only by 

implementing simple, recognizable and surprising 

actions on the design is much more effective. For 

instance, as in Paul Cocksedge’s Watt lamp - pictured 

on the right - the fact of having to draw with a pencil the wire to switch on the lamp, results an 

enchanting experience because a simple action takes place in an unexpected context. Again, the 

notion of decontextualization discovered before appears again. 

 However, the fact that a certain interaction is required for a delightful experience is also 

explained by Gibson’s13 perception theory, which states that meaning or semantic of the object is 

created through the interaction between the user and the world. “Perception is action”, and 

therefore, interaction means self-expression, allowing a greater emotional involvement, key 

factor in delight. 

 Although Overbeeke understands sense of transformational experience as an experience 

that can be personalised every time, I would say that this does not mean necessarily that. Instead, 

transformational experience can be understood as an interaction that changes your way of 

perceiving a certain object – an object that transforms, by broadening it, the archetype the user 

had of it beforehand. Transformation is, hence, not happening on the user neither on the object, 

                                                            
13 James Gibson was a psychologist, who mainly worked in the field of visual perception. According to 
Gibson, perception is a direct consequence of the properties of the environment and does not involve any 
form of sensory processing. 
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but on the user’s mental archetype of it. In this context, any 

transformation or change of an object’s archetype would 

lead to accomplishing this trait. 

 From my point of view, the most important 

qualitative feature that a delightful experience has to have 

is the sense of paradox and ambiguity. Creating objects that 

appear ambiguous or have paradoxical relationships embedded on them – relationships between 

its parts, materials, functions or user’s notions – is certainly key in achieving delight and 

enchantment. From this can be extracted that, for instance, mixing elements that shouldn’t be 

there together – since water and electricity in another of the pieces of Paul Cocksedge, Bulb lamp 

–pictured on the right. For instance, this object is both paradoxical and ambiguous – we do not 

know whether it is a lamp or a vase. Again, all this notion of paradox brings us back to the idea of 

breaking up the archetype of objects. 

One of the traits that was not considered in the papers from Overbeeke et al. but I found 

during my research was the immediacy of all this elements in their happening. All this new 

interactions and the object archetype recognition have to happen in a relatively short time frame 

– or to be noticed, though not fully explored, almost instantly. If the perception of this 

decontextualization of the archetype takes a long time to be perceived, the user loses attention 

and the heightened experience does not happen. On the other hand, if the process is too long, 

such as in my first experiment with absorption, the user does not witness the whole development 

and the delight does not happen either. 

As a result, I can conclude that creating delightful experiences can be achieved by 

designing object-user experiences that include sensuousness in the materials, actions or ideas 

associated with the object; simplicity of actions and metaphors; challenge of the archetype of 

object, either in shape or delivery of function; and paradoxical or ambiguous elements in the 

design. All of these traits have to be perceived or noticed, all or at least part of them, almost 

immediately by the user. The sense of delight or enchantment appears even if only some of these 

traits are present, or some of them are weaker than others, and depends of the relationship 

amongst them. After the research was concluded, I took all the ideas extracted from it in the way 

of keywords, and started to brainstorm with them. These keywords have been highlighted in bold 

along this text, and summed up with the conclusions of this last chapter, they give a string of 

notions that I considered as a primary brief to design an experiment with these elements. 

archetype – decontextualization – light – sensuousness – paradox – simplicity  
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EXPERIMENT 9: PAINTING LAMPS 

 

Pictures from the experiment. From top left, clockwise: teapot with the conductive layer applied. 

Teapot with the dielectric layers applied. Teapot with the white phosphor layer. Teapot with the 

second conductive layer. Teapot with the insulation ink layer. Detail of the finished teapot showing 

the connections to the driver; one of the poles is connected to the first conductive layer and the 

other pole to the last conductive layer, applying alternate current through the other layers 

sandwiched in between. 

 

 In this experiment, I researched into different lighting technologies in order to understand 

them and give them a twist that would allow me to find new scenarios in lighting. In this case, I 

studied electroluminescent materials. Electroluminescent materials consist of a series of inks that 
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are arranged in a specific way in order to allow an alternate current to go through the sandwiched 

structure. One of these layers is a phosphor, a material that emits photons when excited. This 

material is also used in phosphorescent reactions, but in this case, instead of lighting up when 

excited through light, in EL technologies it lights up when excited through electricity. 

 Electroluminescent technologies are available in two ways: flat lamps, in the shape of A4 

to A0 sheets, and wires. Both of them use these inks in order to create light. In displays – sheets – 

these inks are screen-printed onto a substrate. In wires, conductive cables are dipped successively 

into the inks to create a similar structure. But what interested me was the fact that both 

technologies were restrained to a specific disposition (2D and wires) when they both “emerged” 

from liquids. So I started playing around with the inks utilised for screen printing, using the 

configuration shown in the picture, which is the most common when it comes to manufacture of 

EL displays. My idea was to spray the layers into a random 3d object, with the objective of 

achieving a technique that would allow creating a lamp from any object. That is to say, lamps 

would never need to be designed, but any object would be susceptible of becoming a lamp. The 

lamp, as an object, would be freed from its typology-archetype and extrapolated to any other 

object, crossing the semantics of it. Why, if we do have liquids that would allow this to happen, 

are they restricted to the configuration above described and other more innovative uses are not 

explored? 

 Therefore, I got hold of some of these inks trying to convert a standard object into a lamp. 

Instead of the common conductive ink, which is opaque, I used a new transparent conductive 

polymer, and I replaced the conductive ITO film for the same polymer, in order to achieve the 

application of the whole process in a 3D structure. However, one of my main concerns when 

carrying out the experiment was how to deal with the layer thickness. Layer thickness is crucial, 
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especially in the dielectric layers; if it is too thick or too thin, current would not flow as required. 

This thickness is approximately 20 microns; hence an application method that allows a fine layer 

to be painted is required. I thought about spraying them, but the inks I could get hold of were too 

viscous to be sprayed, as they are designed to be screen printed; and developing inks whose 

viscosity is suitable for spraying is out of my reach in this project for time and money issues. 

Therefore, I had to paint the layers with a standard brush. 

 As I thought before, the thickness of the layers achieved with the brush was too thick. I 

applied the inks step by step, following the above mentioned diagram, and cured every ink in the 

oven as the supplier recommend. However, and as it can be seen in the pictures, conductive layer 

(blue one), dielectric and insulation layers (white) were too thick; if they had been thin enough, 

they would have been transparent. The experiment failed, but I think that, with further 

exploration and more time and specialist support inks suitable for spraying could be developed. If 

that happen, the world of lighting will be revolutionised. Creating a system that could deliver a 

controlled and efficient light source that could be applied everywhere has a great potential, and I 

will retake this experiment in the future.  
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EXPERIMENT 10: LIQUID LIGHT 

Stills of the experiment. Chemoluminescent liquid was used to explore how liquid light could be 

taken out of context, in this case, as liquid flowing through a tap. 

 

Stills of the experiment. Chemoluminescent liquid is poured into water, and given its immiscibility 

with it, it creates a temporary emulsion that eventually settles down. The three last pictures show 

shapes created when the mix was stirred. All experiments were done under daylight – the light 

intensity given by the liquid is strong enough to be considered as normal ambient lighting. 
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Pictures of the experiment. In this one, a special fluorescent dye was applied to water. When a UV 

source is applied, as blacklight, the dye, otherwise invisible under other light types, glows brightly. 

When the dyed water is placed in a container with frosted walls, the water appears to be all 

glowing – top right picture - , whereas when placed in a transparent container – top left picture – 

only the surface glows. The picture from bottom right shows the effect of the dyed water dripping. 

  

 When revising the keywords that emerged from my research, a concept started flashing 

into my mind. What if we could have liquid light?  Liquid light allows us to truly liberate the 

essence of light as an intangible thing. Not anymore locked into a solid, liquid light could mean a 

new perspective for light perception. Moreover, liquid light mean an innovative use of the 

semantics of it. Liquid – or water – with electricity seems paradoxical, unlikely. Liquid light implies 

a strong decontextualization of lighting. 

 Consequently, I started to research how liquid light could be achieved. There are some 

light-emitting materials and technologies that are currently available; chemoluminescence, 

fluorescence and phosphorescence. 
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Chemoluminescence is the emission of light with limited emission of heat as the result of 

a chemical reaction. Is widely used in criminology and chemistry to detect the presence of certain 

bodily fluids, and appears in nature, such as in the firefly. However, the user is most aware of it as 

it is the main principle of glowsticks. Basically, two liquid chemicals react together and generate 

luminescence, in an irreversible and temporary process. The result is a strong and bright source of 

light in form of a flowing liquid. As a liquid, its delivery could happen in many ways; from a tap, as 

a spurt, contained in a receptacle in which things could be dipped or even a liquid which you can 

bath in... all options that highly challenge the preconception or archetype of light that we have. 

However, chemoluminescence technology, although interesting, has got certain 

limitations. Since it is a chemical reaction that stops when the reactives are used up, even in the 

high-efficient chemical compounds the light emissions lasts only for about ten hours. Moreover, a 

careful handling of the chemicals is required, since some of them are slightly hazardous when 

manipulated not correctly. Thus I started to research into other ways of achieving liquid light. 

Interested in the process of fluorescence, I applied a fluorescent dye in water. The liquid glowed 

brightly when UV light was applied to it, as shown in the experiments. 

Fluorescence has also got limitations, since it depends of a constant excitation of the 

material in order to emit light. This means that the UV source needs to be applied constantly and 

visibly to the liquid. Therefore, I researched into phosphorescence. This technology allows a 

material to glow even when the light source that excites it has been switched off. Most commonly 

known as glow-in-the-dark technologies, there are many inks that are far away from this party-

like application, but have hardly been explored before out of this context. I experimented with 

some high-efficient phosphorescent water-based paint, that when thinned with water, behave as 

a fluid almost as liquid as water and are able to glow beautifully for ten hours after they have 

been excited with the light source. I developed a way of exciting the phosphorescent paint in a 

dark box with some high-power light sources, so the light source is not seen by the user, and the 

liquid can be felt as truly intrinsically glowing without any external agent. 
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What interested me from all these experiments was the poetical connotation of it. 

Human-made light has been always encapsulated in a container – a bulb, a LED, a fibre optic cable 

– hence losing the intangible element of it. Light is regarded as a solid element in its source. 

Therefore, many archetypes for light have been created: the prime archetype of a bulb, and 

secondarily, the outline of a conventional table lamp. The object, in this case, restrains the 

freedom of the light and moves it away from its insubstantial primary meaning. Light is presented 

always with a “middleman”: the source of light. 

 Liquid light means to make a step backwards and come closer to its origin: simplicity. It is 

unexpected, because light has never been seen as liquid, as a fluid, as a flowing element. Liquid 

light has a great potential to deliver enchanting experiences. Liquid light represent the very 

essence of light itself. 

 Therefore I concluded that a combination of liquid light and archetypical objects will be 

the way to introduce delight in design. 
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6. OUTPUT 

 

Once the experimental phase was finished, the challenge at this point was how to explain 

all of these ideas extracted from the research in an output from an exhibition. On one side, I have 

come up with a method for introducing delight, or enchantment, in design. I have pointed out 

qualitative traits that could be used as guidelines in order to create objects that deliver delightful 

interactions, and studied the consequences of it. On the other hand, I have developed an element 

that gives a new insight on how we engage with mundane objects. This element is not only 

important in itself, it is a philosophical statement that contributes to the design discourse by 

raising the question of using design itself to challenge, and redefine, the way people interact and 

perceive mundane objects, as opposed to design to create better performance objects. Finally, my 

project also means a great potential of an already existent set of technologies; a poetical example 

that seeks to stimulate the user’s imagination and his/her ability to rethink future in terms of 

objects. 

To explain that in an engaging way, and as a way of create a physical manifestation of 

these hypothesis, I decided to create a series of lamps that would have present on them the traits 

that I had come across the research. The objective is to create poetical illustration of the core 

ideas, in order to create objects-analogies that would allow the user to interpret these ideas. 

My research showed that to facilitate delightful interactions designs have to show a series 

of traits. Basically, the objects have to represent somehow the breakage of existent archetypes of 

the represented element by implementing the notions of paradox, playfulness, and sensuousness. 

Joining the idea of liquid light, which responds to that, and tangible and physical objects I came up 

with a series of lamps that play around with all the elements of the research.  

There are two archetypal components to domestic lamp: the light bulb and the shape of a 

conventional lamp, which are regarded in terms of design as the light source and its vessel, or 

interacting element, respectively.  Introducing the notion of liquid light and the playfulness, 

sensuous and paradoxical elements embedded on it in these two archetypal components will 

therefore bring delightful experiences. This is because the image of a light bulb or a conventional 

lamp bridges all that is know about domestic light and its history; so by having an object which 

contains at the same time the remind of the preconceived ideas of light and a novel and 

unexpected way of presenting it will bring the paradox and the sense of disorientation pointed 

out before in my research. 
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My first lamp explores the 

greatest metaphorical potential of 

my project by presenting liquid light 

in its most pure state: as a liquid 

contained in a bottle that can be 

manipulated as liquids normally are. 

Along with this bottle, I have created 

a set of two glasses that represent a 

lamp and a bulb – see pictures on 

the right14. By pouring the liquid light 

into the glasses, the object meaning is given to the light – 

two new lamps have been created. However, the liquid 

remaining in the bottle reminds you of its intangible essence 

– there is no need of a lamp in order to have light.  Light 

remains unattached to an object and able to be placed in 

any imagined context. I have used the quotidian gesture of 

pouring as a way to attach, or detach, light to its archetypes. 

Contrasting that to my method, that lamp accomplishes successfully the delightful 

interactions by having represented in it all the notions or trait of delightful designs. The archetype 

is present in the representations of the lamp and bulb; the decontextualization given by the fact 

that the light is present as a liquid that is poured and contained; the sensuousness of the liquid, 

and its flow, adapting the light to the container,  bringing up poetical associations; the paradox of 

the light as being, at the same time, be attached or detached to an object; and the simplicity of 

the gesture required, a common and quotidian action that all of us can think of easily. 

I decided to do more than an object, and specifically, three, in order to emphasize the 

concept of the project rather than its manifestation. The fact of having three lamps that explore 

differently the same notion helps the spectator to know by intuition that there is not about the 

object, but about what they represent. That is to say, when only a lamp is presented, the 

spectator could take that object as a statement and be distracted of the general point of the 

project by assuming that the object is the project itself, rather than a manifestation of a more 

general idea. Having more than a lamp stimulates the spectator’s imagination and allows him or 

                                                            
14 Given the fact that the objects were some not yet finished, other finished but not photographed 
professionally, the pictures attached are just explanative. At the end of the project I will have the objects 
fully finished and proper pictures brought to the exam. 
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her to become more engaged with the project and the idea. Two objects would signify a contrast 

or opposition of ideas, whereas three objects iterates the true nature of the project and catalyses 

the understanding of the experimental theory. 

Therefore, I created two more lamps with the objective of presenting the two typical 

specimens of lighting – archetypes – from a more object-driven point of view. If the first lamp is 

the purest form of liquid lamp, these two represent the refinement of the object by applying 

designing skills. What I did is to refine the design of the archetype, looking at proportions, shapes, 

textures, materials and colours and bring up the decontextualization and delight by using them in 

a deliberate way. 

Firstly, I worked with the pervasive idea of the lamp. I worked with proportions and shape 

in order to create a perfectly recognizable figure of a 

lamp. Alongside this process, I implemented the 

idea of liquid light by using the archetype of liquid, a 

tap. Therefore, I created a lamp that looks typical 

when first seen, but creates a hint of curiosity and 

delight when a closer look is given and the tap on it 

is noticed. The user starts then to imagine how the 

lamp would work, and ends up discovering that the 

lamp switches on – gives light – when the liquid light 

starts to fill it. In order to switch it off, the tap has to be open and 

the liquid released. My lamp is a mixture of another two simple 

actions, operating a lamp and opening a tap, and brings up the 

paradox of having two apparently immiscible elements, such as 

water and electric light, together. The result is a poetic illustration 

of my project and challenges the way people interact and perceive 

objects. The sketch on the right gives an overall idea of how would 

it look and work, and the small picture is the mould of the small 

lamp, in which proportions can be seen. 

Given the fact that I had to implement several functional requirements, as the source of 

excitement of the fluorescent dye and the pipe that would fill up the lamp, the shape was chosen 

from the refinement of archetypes that presented the widest base, since it was there when I had 

to place all the technical elements that made the liquid light to be present. Therefore I chose a 

voluptuous shape that can be easily recognize and gives the feeling of a warm, feminine object 
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that relates perfectly with the nature of the sensuous flow and the tap metaphor. This idea was 

also represented with the colour, using white as calming and related to situations in which you 

can find a tap – in contrast with the transparency of the first lamp that suggested neutrality as a 

way to highlight the material rather than the object.  

The third lamp works as an opposition of the lamp explained above. Instead of using the 

outline as an archetype, I worked in the other typical specimen, the light bulb. If I wanted to 

express the feminine features of liquid light, by using its flowing 

properties and framed in a warm context, in this one I wanted to 

express the more aggressive feature of covering and transforming. 

Liquid light can not only mean a liquid which is contained in a specific 

object, as the “tap lamp” expresses, but also a liquid which can 

contain an object, that converts that object into a light source. That is 

to say, that can be applied to objects and giving them this way a 

significance. Consequently, I created a bulb, made out of stainless 

steel. The bulb is perceived because of this 

material, as an object incapable of producing 

what it was designed for – if a bulb is made out 

of metal, there is no way it is going to produce 

light the way we know a bulb does it. The bulb 

only recovers its condition when dipped into 

liquid light. Then it produces light by supporting 

a self-illuminating material that drips and eventually fades, bringing the bulb back to its state of 

meaningless object. Stainless steel, the use of black colour and the dramatic effect of an isolated 

bulb has an impact on the user, and contrast with the “tap light” by presenting the same concept 

in a totally different way. The picture on top is an altered image trying to show the mood of the 

project, and the picture on the bottom a sketch of one of the first proposals of designs. 

Both lamps described above can be validated with my research conclusions. They both 

play with archetypes to present light in an out-of-context way – as a liquid that flows and a liquid 

that impregnates – and bring up different paradoxes in a simple way – the second lamps explores 

that using an inert and meaningless object that eventually is given its corresponded meaning by 

an external element. The lamps provoke a sense of disconcert that results into a delightful 

interaction. The fact that the two lamps can be experienced – you open the tap, you dip the bulb 

– match the sensuousness understanding of interactions as something sensorial. 
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 What I pretend with these objects is to give a poetic illustration of my project. I wanted to 

explore the associational power of quotidian objects in a poetic and playful way that would bring 

up the pleasure of imagination. These objects are not intended to be functional objects 

themselves, and should not be regarded as substitutes of lamps at this stage. They are just an 

explanation of what designing with delight in mind can bring to the design discourse of quotidian 

objects, and to stimulate the investigation in new ways of lighting. What I am looking for is not to 

create more lamps, but to draw attention to how design can make us rethink about the way we 

perceive the world and make it a more delightful – and beautiful – place. 

 Along with the products, I will display a short paragraph that will sum up the main 

conclusions of my research. This text will explain briefly the main conclusions of my design 

method to introduce delight in design, along with the connotations that liquid light – the new 

element introduced in design – can implement into the design discourse and the way we perceive 

objects. Also I will explain the potential of the idea as a starting point for different possible 

research that focus in new ways of designing light, rather than lamps, and the meaning of the 

design language of my objects. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Once the project has been finalised, I am able to analyse the multiple ideas that it brought 

to light and foresee a step forward. 

The main question of the research has been responded by the method of design for 

delightful interactions that I have concluded. Delight can be brought into design, and these traits 

give some guidelines in order to start a project from the scratch, as an inspirational source of 

framework to work with. Moreover, these traits extracted can be used to compare existent 

project in order to proof or improve the delightful in the design. To sum up, I can conclude that 

creating delightful experiences can be achieved by designing object-user experiences that include 

sensuousness in the materials, actions or ideas associated with the object; simplicity of actions 

and metaphors; challenge of the archetype of object, either in shape or delivery of function; and 

paradoxical or ambiguous elements in the design. All of these traits have to be perceived or 

noticed, all or at least part of them, almost immediately by the user. The sense of delight or 

enchantment appears even if only some of these traits are present, or some of them are weaker 

than others, and depends of the relationship amongst them. 

As it has been also pointed out in my research and backed up with the bibliography I have 

consulted, delight or enchantment in design can augment subjective experiences and provoke a 

more interesting relationship user-object. The user can feel more engaged emotionally with 

delightful designs in opposition to functional or problem-solving designs, and this brings to the 

design discourse the remind that all objects have the ability of saying something, become a trigger 

for a cultural development rather than mere tools. 

I have also created a new form for a common element: liquid light. Even though I have 

presented liquid light in a way that still would not functionally substitute conventional lighting 

design, due to the limitations of time, money and resources of the project, I think it represents a 

first step towards what would become, with more resources involved, a significant change in the 

conception of domestic lighting.  

In this sense, I have spotted several ways of manipulate or experiment with already 

existent technologies that could lead to new reinterpretations of light. For instance, I am really 

interested in developing further the experiments with electroluminescent inks. As I explained in 

the experiment data sheet, my first crude experiment, although it did not work, could be refined 
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by investigating the technology deeply. My ambition is to develop a new formula of the inks that 

would allow them to be sprayed with industrial methods, therefore achieving their use and 

application in broader contexts. The potential of this concept is really high: if we could have a 

method of applying freely a material onto anything, then we could create self-illuminating objects 

or surfaces that could be controlled electrically as standard electrical light is. We could convert 

anything into a multifunctional object which is also a light source: for instance, walls or furniture 

could become also the lighting of a building, and cars would have dashboards that are both a 

structural element and a light source. There would be no need anymore of manufacturing a 

separate object that provides light; instead, light could be literally brought to anything, therefore 

saving that extra object. The same can be said with light-emitting polymers. These materials are 

currently in their beginnings, and the only application known electronic screens, but my side 

research drawn my attention to the fact that they could be researched in order to allow a more 

crude application of it. Now the only methods of manufacture of these materials that are known 

only allow thin layers of it to be created and therefore restricting applications, but maybe 

deviating the objective of the research from screens to a broader range of uses could derive in 

materials that, even when crudely manipulated, would allow to create “drops” or “traces” that 

would behave as electric lighting. Light painting could be possible, and a whole new scope of 

poetical and practical applications could emerge. 

 Liquid light itself is interesting not only as something to apply onto something, but also as 

a flowing light source with the characteristics of light. Light could travel and adapt as a liquid does 

– therefore, we could think of many uses of it without having to be restricted to the set-up of a 

conventional light source – wiring, power supply -, especially with chemoluminesce. If a way of 

controlling the chemical reaction could be developed that would open up a whole world of 

functionalities, as it happened with standard batteries when rechargeable batteries were 

discovered.  A luminescent chemical reaction that would produce as a result other reactives that 

can be brought back to its original state by the controlled and deliberate addition of a catalyser 

would permit an infinite number of light emitted – and making real the possibility of having a 

material that could produce by itself and without the need of any other elements a controlled 

amount of light. 

 The poetical and practical potential of having light without the need of a solid source is 

hugely appealing, and I plan to explore it further, if the future permits me to have the sufficient 

resources and support from experts, in my next projects. I want this project to draw attention to 

new possible ways of rethinking objects, instead of evolving just to a better performance of the 

things already existing.  
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 The lamps that I have created are a poetical way of presenting this view to the design 

discourse and stimulate the potential that we all have of dreaming new delightful interactions. As 

I said previously, what I intend with them is to use the profound ability of design of giving 

meaning to objects in order to make my statement clear: the increasingly more relevant use of 

delight and emotion in products. At the end of the project, I feel that I have worked through a 

philosophical theory of objects. 

 

 (De)light is a project that reinterprets the concept of light as we know it. (De)light brings 

together the archetypical components of light – lamp and bulb - from an atypical point of view. 

(De)light is about freeing light from its solid cage and bringing it back to its intangible essence. 

(De)light is the starting point for a new way of thinking about the everyday objects that surround 

us. (De)light poses an open question on how (beautiful) things can be. 

 (De)light is about envisioning a more enchanting future – and making it real. 
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9. APPENDICES 

 

Passage of the “Allegory of the cave”, Plato, The Republic (Translation by Benjamin 

Jowett) 

Socrates: Is a resident of the cave (a prisoner, as it were) likely to want to make the ascent 

to the outer world? Why or why not? What does the sun symbolize in the allegory? And now, I 

said, let me show in a figure how far our nature is enlightened or unenlightened:--Behold! Human 

beings living in an underground den, which has a mouth open towards the light and reaching all 

along the den; here they have been from their childhood, and have their legs and necks chained 

so that they cannot move, and can only see before them, being prevented by the chains from 

turning round their heads. Above and behind them a fire is blazing at a distance, and between the 

fire and the prisoners there is a raised way; and you will see, if you look, a low wall built along the 

way, like the screen which marionette players have in front of them, over which they show the 

puppets. 

Glaucon: I see. 

S: And do you see, I said, men passing along the wall carrying all sorts of vessels, and 

statues and figures of animals made of wood and stone and various materials, which appear over 

the wall? Some of them are talking, others silent. 

G: You have shown me a strange image, and they are strange prisoners. 

S: Like ourselves, I replied; and they see only their own shadows, or the shadows of one 

another, which the fire throws on the opposite wall of the cave? 

G: True, he said; how could they see anything but the shadows if they were never allowed 

to move their heads? 

S: And of the objects which are being carried in like manner they would only see the 

shadows? 

G: Yes, he said. 
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S: And if they were able to converse with one another, would they not suppose that they 

were naming what was actually before them? 

G: Very true. 

S: And suppose further that the prison had an echo which came from the other side, 

would they not be sure to fancy when one of the passers-by spoke that the voice which they 

heard came from the passing shadow? 

G: No question, he replied. 

S: To them, I said, the truth would be literally nothing but the shadows of the images. 

G: That is certain. 

S: And now look again, and see what will naturally follow if the prisoners are released and 

disabused of their error. At first, when any of them is liberated and compelled suddenly to stand 

up and turn his neck round and walk and look towards the light, he will suffer sharp pains; the 

glare will distress him, and he will be unable to see the realities of which in his former state he 

had seen the shadows; and then conceive someone saying to him, that what he saw before was 

an illusion, but that now, when he is approaching nearer to being and his eye is turned towards 

more real existence, he has a clearer vision,--what will be his reply? And you may further imagine 

that his instructor is pointing to the objects as they pass and requiring him to name them,--will he 

not be perplexed? Will he not fancy that the shadows which he formerly saw are truer than the 

objects which are now shown to him? 

G: Far truer. 

S: And if he is compelled to look straight at the light, will he not have a pain in his eyes 

which will make him turn away to take refuge in the objects of vision which he can see, and which 

he will conceive to be in reality clearer than the things which are now being shown to him? 

G: True, he said. 

S: And suppose once more, that he is reluctantly dragged up a steep and rugged ascent, 

and held fast until he is forced into the presence of the sun himself, is he not likely to be pained 

and irritated? When he approaches the light his eyes will be dazzled, and he will not be able to 

see anything at all of what are now called realities. 
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G: Not all in a moment, he said. 

S: He will require to grow accustomed to the sight of the upper world. And first he will see 

the shadows best, next the reflections of men and other objects in the water, and then the 

objects themselves; then he will gaze upon the light of the moon and the stars and the spangled 

heaven; and he will see the sky and the stars by night better than the sun or the light of the sun 

by day? 

G: Certainly. 

S: Last of all he will be able to see the sun, and not mere reflections of him in the water, 

but he will see him in his own proper place, and not in another; and he will contemplate him as he 

is. 

G: Certainly. 

S: He will then proceed to argue that this is he who gives the season and the years, and is 

the guardian of all that is in the visible world, and in a certain way the cause of all things which he 

and his fellows have been accustomed to behold? 

G: Clearly, he said, he would first see the sun and then reason about him. 

S: And when he remembered his old habitation, and the wisdom of the den and his 

fellow-prisoners, do you not suppose that he would felicitate himself on the change, and pity 

them? 

G: Certainly, he would. 

S: And if they were in the habit of conferring honors among themselves on those who 

were quickest to observe the passing shadows and to remark which of them went before, and 

which followed after, and which were together; and who were therefore best able to draw 

conclusions as to the future, do you think that he would care for such honors and glories, or envy 

the possessors of them? Would he not say with Homer, better to be the poor servant of a poor 

master, and to endure anything, rather than think as they do and live after their manner? (1)  

G: Yes, he said, I think that he would rather suffer anything than entertain these false 

notions and live in this miserable manner. 
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S: Imagine once more, I said, such a one coming suddenly out of the sun to be replaced in 

his old situation; would he not be certain to have his eyes full of darkness? 

G: To be sure, he said. 

S: And if there were a contest, and he had to compete in measuring the shadows with the 

prisoners who had never moved out of the den, while his sight was still weak, and before his eyes 

had become steady (and the time which would be needed to acquire this new habit of sight might 

be very considerable), would he not be ridiculous? Men would say of him that up he went and 

down he came without his eyes; and that it was better not even to think of ascending; and if any 

one tried to loose another and lead him up to the light, let them only catch the offender, and they 

would put him to death.  

G: No question, he said. 

S: This entire allegory, I said, you may now append, dear Glaucon, to the previous 

argument; the prison-house is the world of sight, the light of the fire is the sun, and you will not 

misapprehend me if you interpret the journey upwards to be the ascent of the soul into the 

intellectual world according to my poor belief, which, at your desire, I have expressed--whether 

rightly or wrongly God knows. But whether true or false, my opinion is that in the world of 

knowledge the idea of good appears last of all, and is seen only with an effort; and, when seen, is 

also inferred to be the universal author of all things beautiful and right, parent of light and of the 

lord of light in this visible world, and the immediate source of reason and truth in the intellectual; 

and that this is the power upon which he would act rationally either in public or private life must 

have his eye fixed. 

G: I agree, he said, as far as I am able to understand you. 

S: Moreover, I said, you must not wonder that those who attain to this beatific vision are 

unwilling to descend to human affairs; for their souls are ever hastening into the upper world 

where they desire to dwell; which desire of theirs is very natural, if our allegory may be trusted. 

G: Yes, very natural. 

S: And is there anything surprising in one who passes from divine contemplations to the 

evil state of man, misbehaving himself in a ridiculous manner; if, while his eyes are blinking and 

before he has become accustomed to the surrounding darkness, he is compelled to fight in courts 
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of law, or in other places, about the images or the shadows of images of justice, and is 

endeavoring to meet the conception of those who have never yet seen absolute justice? 

G: Anything but surprising, he replied. 

S: Anyone who has common sense will remember that the bewilderments of the eyes are 

of two kinds, and arise from two causes, either from coming out of the light or from going into the 

light, which is true of the mind's eye; and he who remembers this when he sees any one whose 

vision is perplexed and weak, will not be too ready to laugh; he will first ask whether that soul of 

man has come out of the brighter life, and is unable to see because unaccustomed to the dark, or 

having turned from darkness to the day is dazzled by excess of light. And he will count the one 

happy in his condition and state of being, and he will pity the other; or, if he have a mind to laugh 

at the soul which comes from below into the light, there will be more reason in this than in the 

laugh which greets him who returns from above out of the light into the den. 

G: That, he said, is a very just distinction. 

S: But then, if I am right, certain professors of education must be wrong when they say 

that they can put a knowledge into the soul which was not there before, like sight into blind eyes. 

G: They undoubtedly say this, he replied. 

S: Whereas our argument shows that the power and capacity of learning exists in the soul 

already; and that just as the eye was unable to turn from darkness to light without the whole 

body, so too the instrument of knowledge can only by the movement of the whole soul be turned 

from the world of becoming into that of being, and learn by degrees to endure the sight of being 

and of the brightest and best of being, or in other words, of the good. 

  



Diagram showing the idea development of the initial research 
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